Psychophysics of prosthetic vision: II. stochastic sampling, the phosphene image, and noise.
Stimulation of the diseased retina via an intraocular electrode array is a proposed means of restoring some vision to the profoundly blind. A prosthetic device to this end would involve post-implantation calibration (analogous to cochlear implant fitting), wherein the subject indicates those discrete positions in the visual field where luminous percepts are elicited. This procedure would be a source of noise, because the indicated positions would only approximate the actual positions in the visual field. Put differently, the procedure introduces sampling jitter, and would therefore affect clinical outcomes such as mobility and reading speeds. The nature of this noise is the concern of the present paper; we derive an expression for the noise power spectrum as it relates to the statistical nature of the sampling jitter. We show that, generally, jitter has greater effect on higher spatial-frequencies, that is, those areas of the implantee's visual perception that represent fine detail are more prone to noise. More specifically, the noise spectrum depends on the characteristic function of the random variable describing the sampling jitter. Our results signal the need for experimental work that characterizes sampling jitter in implantees, plus the need for simulations that allow a better understanding of perception and the noisy phosphene image.